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SUMMARY

Nuclear export of unspliced and singly spliced viral
mRNA is a critical step in the HIV life cycle. The struc-
tural basis by which the virus selects its own mRNA
among more abundant host cellular RNAs for export
has been a mystery for more than 25 years. Here, we
describe an unusual topological structure that the
virus uses to recognize its own mRNA. The viral
Rev response element (RRE) adopts an ‘‘A’’-like
structure in which the two legs constitute two tracks
of binding sites for the viral Rev protein and position
the two primary known Rev-binding sites �55 Å
apart, matching the distance between the two RNA-
binding motifs in the Rev dimer. Both the legs of
the ‘‘A’’ and the separation between them are
required for optimal RRE function. This structure ac-
counts for the specificity of Rev for the RRE and thus
the specific recognition of the viral RNA.
INTRODUCTION

Virtually all mRNAs in mammalian cells are spliced before leav-

ing the nucleus. However, retroviral replication requires that

some viral RNAs be exported while retaining some or all of their

introns, since these RNAs will serve as mRNAs for the gag,

gag-pol, and env gene products and as genomes to be encap-

sidated in progeny virions. HIV-1 fulfills this requirement by en-

coding the Rev protein: this protein binds to an element within

the env-coding region of the viral RNA, called the Rev response
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element (RRE). The Rev-RRE complex then engages Crm1

(Xpol1) and RanGTP to form a host export complex enabling

the translocation through the nuclear pore complex. The sec-

ondary structure of the HIV-1 RRE includes a series of stems;

stems I, II, III/IV, and V are arranged around a central four-

way junction, with stem-loop II split into a proximal stem (IIA)

and two distal stem-loops (IIB and IIC) around a three-way

junction (Legiewicz et al., 2008). There is a high-affinity site

for Rev in stem-loop IIB (Battiste et al., 1996; Cook et al.,

1991; Heaphy et al., 1990; Heaphy et al., 1991; Kjems et al.,

1991; Lusvarghi et al., 2013; Malim et al., 1989; Malim

et al., 1990; Pond et al., 2009) and a second Rev-binding site

(IA) in stem I (Daugherty et al., 2008). Initial occupancy of the

IIB site (Cook et al., 1991; Tiley et al., 1992) is considered a pre-

requisite to Rev oligomerization (Daly et al., 1989; Daly et al.,

1993; Malim and Cullen, 1991; Mann et al., 1994), in which as

many as 10 to 12 Rev molecules may bind to a single RRE

(Mann et al., 1994), and this assembly is necessary for Rev-

mediated nuclear export of RRE-containing viral transcripts

(Hoffmann et al., 2012).

Recent structures of Rev-Rev dimers reveal a hydrophobic

core that drives Rev-Rev dimer formation and an arrangement

in which two 17 residue arginine-rich motifs (ARMs) in the two

monomers point away from each other, with a separation dis-

tance of �55 Å and an angle of 120�–140� (Daugherty et al.,

2010b; DiMattia et al., 2010). Oligomerization is essential for

Rev function, as demonstrated by analyses of Rev mutants

that are deficient in dimerization (Malim and Cullen, 1991;

Zapp et al., 1991); indeed, the C-terminal dimerization domain

of the protein can be replaced by unrelated dimerization do-

mains without loss of function (Hoffmann et al., 2012). Forma-

tion of the multimeric Rev-RRE complex is driven in part by
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hydrophobic Rev-Rev interactions (Cook et al., 1991; Daugh-

erty et al., 2008; Daugherty et al., 2010b; DiMattia et al.,

2010; Mann et al., 1994; Pond et al., 2009), in addition to the

binding of multiple Rev proteins to less well defined binding

sites on the RRE. The cooperative binding has an affinity

�500 times greater than that of the tightest single Rev-IIB inter-

action (Daugherty et al., 2010a; Daugherty et al., 2008), and the

multiple Rev-binding events may be driven and dictated by

overall topological constraints (Daugherty et al., 2010a). While

significant progress has been made in the past two decades

in understanding the Rev-RRE interaction, little is known about

the role of the RRE architecture in the specificity and coopera-

tivity of Rev-RRE interactions. Since the Rev-RRE interaction

lacks high sequence specificity, with only preferential binding

to purine-rich major grooves, and Rev could potentially interact

with other RNA targets with various affinities (Bayer et al., 2005;

Landt et al., 2005; McColl et al., 1999; Mishra et al., 2009;

Wang et al., 2010; Xu and Ellington, 1996), the basis for selec-

tion of HIV-1 mRNA for nucleocytoplasmic transport remains a

mystery (Hammarskjold and Rekosh, 2011). The key to

resolving this mystery is the three-dimensional structure of

the RRE.

Despite recent remarkable progress in both X-ray crystallog-

raphy and solution NMR spectroscopy, the RRE overall topol-

ogy and three-dimensional structure remain unknown. There-

fore, alternative strategies are warranted. Small angle X-ray

scattering (SAXS) is a solution-based method, does not require

crystallization, and has almost no size limitation. Meaningful

protein structural models of large systems have been con-

structed from high-resolution domain structures and SAXS

data using rigid body refinement (Koch et al., 2003). Thus,

almost in parallel, heuristic topological structural models of

RNAs can be constructed when accurate information about

the secondary structure, relative accessibility of individual res-

idues in an RNA and other structural information are available

(Funari et al., 2000; Hajdin et al., 2010; Lipfert et al., 2008). In

particular, construction of RNA structural models based on

SAXS-derived envelopes is feasible, because the main struc-

tural RNA elements are duplexes that exist almost exclusively

in A-form conformation with a root-mean-square-deviation

(RMSD) of backbone heavy atoms within 1 ± 0.5 Å over all

known structures in structural databases (Wang et al., 2009).

The possible resolution of such an envelope is approximately

defined by 2p/q, where q is the momentum transfer. Thus, in

principle, scattering data recorded for q ranging up to

0.3 Å�1 is sufficient to identify an A-form duplex that has a

diameter of 20–25 Å, q ranging up to 0.8 Å�1 can clearly delin-

eate the major groove of an RNA (X.F. and Y-X.W., unpublished

data), and high-resolution and quality SAXS/WAXS data with q

up to 2.3 Å�1 can even reveal fine structural features such as

the spacing between phosphate groups in DNA at a �2 Å res-

olution (Zuo et al., 2006). Thus, SAXS/WAXS is a bona fide tool

for structure determination and characterization. When used in

combination with biochemical and functional studies, as we

illustrate in this study, it can address important biological ques-

tions and becomes very useful especially when high-resolution

structures of RNA are unattainable using conventional

methods.
RESULTS

A Unique Global Topological Structure of the RRE RNA
The genomic location of the RRE and the secondary structure of

the RRE fragment used in this study are illustrated in Figure 1A.

This construct is identical to one whose secondary structure was

mapped using SHAPE technology (Legiewicz et al., 2008); the

RRE in genomic RNA from virus particles also has the same gen-

eral secondary structure as that studied here (Watts et al., 2009;

Wilkinson et al., 2008).We analyzed the three-dimensional struc-

ture of RRE RNA by SAXS. The experimental SAXS curve, with

scattering intensity I(q) plotted versus momentum transfer q,

together with the pair distance distribution function (PDDF) and

the Kratky and Porod-Debye plots of the RRE, are shown in Fig-

ures 1B–1E, respectively. The Guinier region of the scattering

curve (inset in Figure 1B) is linear, indicating that RRE is mono-

disperse and homogeneous in solution (Jacrot, 1976). The scat-

tering curve in the high-q region has fine features typical of

nucleic acids, such as P1 and P2 peaks (Figure 1B) (Zuo et al.,

2006), albeit with attenuated peak intensity compared to those

of a simple duplex. This is likely due to the presence of nondu-

plex structure elements as well as dynamic conformational aver-

aging within RRE molecules. The PDDF shows that the RRE has

twomain distance populations, one at�25 Å (the shoulder at the

left side of the curve in Figure 1C) and one at 50–60 Å. The sec-

ond derivative of the PDDF (the inset in Figure 1C) indicates that

the most populated distances in the RRE are �10, �25, and

�55 Å. The first two are related to the dimensions across an

A-form RNA duplex, whose diameter is about 25 Å, while the

latter suggests the presence of a structural feature in which

two major structural segments are separated by 50–60 Å. The

dimensionless Kratky (Rambo and Tainer, 2013) and Porod-

Debye plots (Figures 1D and 1E), plotted as (qRg)2I(q)/I0 versus

qRg and I(q)$q4 versus q4 (Rambo and Tainer, 2011), respec-

tively, suggest that the RRE RNA is extended and open, rather

than bundled double helices such as in the adenine riboswitch

RNA (Serganov et al., 2004) (Figures 1D and 1E). These structural

features are direct observables, not subject to possible bias due

to limitation of software, and are therefore important in guiding

the interpretation presented below.

The three-dimensional structure of the RRE was determined

from the SAXS data using a two-step protocol (depicted inMovie

S1 available online). The resulting average envelope is shown in

Figure 1F. The RRE adopts an ‘‘A’’-like topology, with one leg

longer than the other. This open and extended structure appears

to represent the native structure at physiological Mg2+ concen-

tration. Even at higher Mg2+ concentrations, the overall topology

remains similar (Figure S1). The major portions of the two legs,

i.e., the two main structural segments, are separated by 50–

60 Å, in agreement with the PDDF (Figure 1C). Such an extended

and open structure may permit the binding by multiple copies

of Rev.

Locations of the RRE RNA Domains
We identified the locations of the individual RRE domains using

a SAXS-aided divide-and-conquer approach (Figures 2 and

S2A–S2F). Briefly, the construct composed of domains II, III,

and IV (referred to from now on as ‘‘domains II-III-IV’’), has an
Cell 155, 594–605, October 24, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 595



Figure 1. The Schematic Location of the

RRE in the HIV-1 Genomic RNA, the RRE

Secondary Structure, SAXS Analysis, and

the Molecular Envelope

(A) The genomic location and secondary structure

of the RRE. The green and blue ovals in the sec-

ondary structure highlight the two known primary

binding sites for Rev.

(B) Scattering intensity in arbitrary units versus

momentum transfer q in Å�1. Note that the SAXS/

WAXS data were recorded up to q = 2.3 Å�1,

corresponding to a convoluted spatial resolution

of �2.8 Å. The fine features of P1 and P2 in the

scattering curve arise from helical interstrand pair

distance correlation and reflect scattering inter-

ference among electrons within major and minor

groves (Zuo et al., 2006). The inset in (B) shows the

Guinier region of the scattering curve with a linear

fit line.

(C) Pair distance distribution function (PDDF) with

the inset showing the absolute value of the second

derivative of the PDDF. The PDDF profile was

calculated using GNOM (qmax = 0.30). The second

derivative of the PDDF (inset in C) gives approxi-

mate peak positions of populated pair distances in

the RRE.

(D) Dimensionless Kratky plot of the RRE (dotted)

and adenine riboswitch (access code: 1Y26)

(solid).

(E) Porod-Debye plot of the RRE (dotted) and

adenine riboswitch (solid). Plots (D) and (E) indi-

cate that the RRE structure is more extended and

open than the adenine riboswitch.

(F) The molecular envelope of the RRE RNA drawn

in mesh. A scale bar of 30 Å indicates the relative

dimension of the RRE envelope. The spatial res-

olution of the envelope is �21 Å. See also Fig-

ure S1, Table S2, and Movie S1.
overall shape and size that exclusively matches the short side of

the ‘‘A’’ (magenta construct in Figures 2 and S2A–S2D and

Movie S2), whereas the construct consisting of domains I and

V (called ‘‘domains I-V’’ below) (cyan construct, Figure 2

and Movie S2), with its unique, long stem I, matches the long

side of the ‘‘A’’ in both shape and length. The �25 Å envelope

thickness of the magenta construct is similar to that of a duplex,
596 Cell 155, 594–605, October 24, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
indicating that domains II and III, which

are linked by a single residue, A104 (Fig-

ure 1A), along with IV may be coaxially

stacked with a possible kink. The notion

that domains II, III, and IV may be coaxi-

ally stacked was further supported by

SAXS analysis of two more subcon-

structs, II-III-IV-X and II-III-IV-C (Figures

S2B–S2D). The sequences of subcon-

structs II-III-IV-X and II-III-IV-C (Fig-

ure S2B) are identical to that of

subconstruct II-III-IV except for a 7 bp

insertion at region IIB in sub-construct

II-III-IV-X and an addition of 5 bp at the

junction between domain II and domains
III-IV in subconstruct II-III-IV-C (Figures S2B–S2D and Table S1).

The subconstructs of II-III-IV-X and II-III-IV-C share very similar

global shape with that of subconstruct II-III-IV (Figures S2B–

S2D), indicating that the possible coaxial stacking between

domain II and III-IV prevails in all three subconstructs. Lastly,

the elongated and bent envelope of the cyan construct (right

side of Figure 2) suggests that domains I and V may be arranged



Figure 2. Identification of the RRE Domain

Locations

Top and Middle: the secondary structures and

envelopes of the domain constructs and the RRE,

respectively, where domains II, III and IV are

highlighted in magenta, domains I and V are

highlighted in cyan, and the full-length RRE is in

gray. Bottom: three views of superimposition of

the envelopes. See also Figure S2, Table S1, and

Movies S2 and S3, which shows all views of

the fits.
via either a coaxial stacking or helix-loop-helix interaction, the

type of structure that has generally been observed for four-

way junctions (Laing and Schlick, 2009).

The construct II-III-IV-X with the 7 bp extension of stem-loop

IIB (Figures S2A–S2D and Movie S3) was also used to deter-

mine whether stem-loop IIB is located at the top or the bottom

of the shorter leg of the ‘‘A.’’ Comparison of the shape of this

construct with that of the RRE envelope confirmed the location

of IIB as the lower part of the short leg of the ‘‘A’’ (Figure S2A).

Next, the location of domain IA was derived by the following

rationale: excluding single bulges, the distance spanned by

the 23 bp between the end of stem I and the beginning of the

purine-rich IA internal asymmetrical loop (Figure 1A) is �60 Å,

assuming a standard A-form duplex (Figure S2E). This distance

places site IA in the long leg, across from site IIB on the
Cell 155, 594–605,
opposing leg of the ‘‘A’’ with a separation

of �55 Å (Figure 3A). A summary of the

RRE domain locations is illustrated in

Figure S2F. These combined SAXS en-

velopes, together with the approximate

layout of the domains, make it possible

to construct a three-dimensional struc-

tural model of the RRE using the soft-

ware package G2G (Wang et al., 2009).

An overlay of the three-dimensional

model, drawn in ribbon diagrams, with

the three-dimensional RRE SAXS enve-

lope is shown in Figure 3A. The construc-

tion of the RRE atomic coordinates is

shown in Movie S4.

The Conformation Space of the
RRE Characterized by SAXS
The RRE can be recognized by a

chimeric Rev (Hoffmann et al., 2012), as

well as by wild-type (WT) Rev. This sug-

gests that the RRE structure retains

some flexibility. We therefore investi-

gated the possible conformation space

of the RRE. SAXS has been used to char-

acterize the conformation space of flex-

ible or disordered proteins (Bernadó

and Svergun, 2012; Rambo and Tainer,

2011) and DNA (Schwieters and Clore,

2007) using SAXS-restrained ensemble
calculation approaches, where the scattering intensity is calcu-

lated as:

IðqÞ=
X
i

wiIiðqÞ

wi is the weight of ensemble member i, taken as 1/Ne here, and

Ii(q) is the contribution to the scattering intensity from ensemble

member i. If the surface-bound solvent contribution is omitted,

the Ii(q) of an individual member i can be calculated using the

Debye formula (Debye, 1915). A detailed description of the

ensemble calculation is presented in Supplemental Information.

Our calculation reveals that a minimum ensemble size of three is

sufficient for a good fit with the experimental scattering data (Fig-

ure 3B), indicating conformational flexibility of the RRE RNA in

solution. This flexibility may originate from pivot points, such
October 24, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 597



Figure 3. The Putative Structural Model of the RRE, Fitness to the Experimental SAXS Data, Pairwise RMSD of the Top 20 Ensemble

Structures, and Histograms of Characteristic Distance Distributions of the RRE RNA

(A) Superimposition of the putative RRE structural model in red ribbon with the SAXS envelope in cyan mesh. The four-way junction, three-way junction, and the

two known primary Rev-binding sites aremarked. The distance between the two binding sites is about 55 Å. The points A andB on the top of the envelope are also

labeled. Domain II structure was generated based on its homology to an adenine riboswitch (Figure S4).

(B) Left: The back-calculated scattering curves withNe = 3 (blue) superimposed on the experimental SAXS-WAXS (black with error bars) curves. The inset shows

the c2 between experimental and back-calculated SAXS-WAXS curves versus the ensemble size, Ne, used in the calculation; top right: an expanded high-q

region of the superimposed scattering curves on the left; bottom right: residual differences in scattering curves between the top 20 structures in the ensemble and

the average experimental data.

(C) Pairwise RMSD of the top 20 ensembles with Ne = 3. The RMSD of residue j between structures a and b is defined as:

RMSDðjÞ=RMSD
�
aj;bj

�
=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

N

XN
i = 1

�
ajix � bj

ix

�2
+
�
ajiy � bj

iy

�2

+
�
ajiz � bj

iz

�2
vuut

where N is the number of heavy atoms in residue j. The average RMSD (blue dots connected with blue solid line) and SD (red error bars) of residues are calculated

for the top 20 ensembles. Residues in duplexes are labeled with black thick lines at the bottom of the plot. The pattern of the pairwise RMSD almost parallels that

of reactivity by chemical probing (Legiewicz et al., 2008).

(D and E) Histograms of (D) the distance between the duet of the binding sites IIB and IA, Dduet and (E) between points A and B, DAB, at the top of the ‘‘A’’ of the

ensembles (see Figure 3A). The distances between the centers of mass of phosphate atoms of residues (47G, 70G, 46G, 72A)IIB and (24G, 206A, 25G, 205G)IA are

taken as the approximate distance between the IIB and IA duet of binding sites, while the locations of A and B are defined as the centers of the phosphates of

residues 16G and 225U. The red lines are the best fits to the histograms assuming a Gaussian distribution. See also Figures S3 and S4 and Movies S3 and S4.
as loops, internal loops, junctions and bulges (Bailor et al., 2011).

Because of flexibility, the characteristic dimensional parameters

of the RRE, such as radius of gyration Rg andmaximum distance

Dmax, are better represented by distance distributions than by

single values (Figures 3D, 3F, and S3).

The pattern of the pairwise RMSD among the top 20 ensemble

structures versus residue number coincides with that of flexibility

probed by chemical reactivity (Figure 3C) (Legiewicz et al., 2008).

The relative distance between the two known Rev-binding sites

(Dduet in Figure 3D) distributes within a narrow range, 54 ± 4 Å,
598 Cell 155, 594–605, October 24, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
among all structures of the ensembles. The relatively restricted

positioning of these two Rev-binding sites is likely due to the

constraint imposed by the one-residue linker, A37, between do-

mains I and II in the four-way junction (Figure 1A). Furthermore,

histograms of distances between points A and B at the top of

the ‘‘A’’ (Figure 3A) suggest a possible subset of conformations

with an ‘‘H-like’’ topology, due to relative movement of the two

legs of the ‘‘A’’ (Figure 3E). An animated possible conformation

space of the RRE RNA is illustrated in Movie S5. The distance

distribution between the two main structural segments varies



between 45–60 Å, and these two structural segments may

constitute two tracks of a scaffold for RRE-directed oligomeriza-

tion of Rev (Daugherty et al., 2010a).

Structural Determinants for Formation of High-Order
Rev-RRE Complexes
To test the significance of the RRE topology and its structural de-

terminants, we characterized the binding and oligomerization of

the Rev protein to several RREmutants, as well as toWTRRE, by

electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) and functional

studies (see below). The RRE mutants included two truncation

mutants (Figure 2) and three insertion mutants (Figure 4A). The

insertion mutants were made by inserting 10 or 20 base pairs

into the ‘‘crossbar’’ between the two legs of the ‘‘A.’’ SAXS anal-

ysis showed, as expected, that thesemutant RREs retained their

two-legged structure, but the insertions increased the distance

between the two legs, presumably by forming a 10 or 20 bp dou-

ble helix within the crossbar (Figures 4A and 4B). We also

constructed a mutant RRE with a 15 bp insertion in the crossbar

(Figures 4A and 4B); this insertion represents 1 1/2 turns of a

double helix, so that one of the two legs is presumably inverted

with respect to the other. This is confirmed by superimposition

and comparison of the envelopes of domains II-III-IV and the

15 bp insertion mutant (Figures 4C and 4D). The two envelopes

match in the domain II region only after rotating the envelope

of domains II-III-IV by 180� around a horizontal axis (Figure 4C);

without such a rotation, the envelopes do not match (Figure 4D).

Figure 4B also shows that the distance between sites IA and IIB

is increased in this mutant, as well as in the 10 and 20 bp inser-

tionmutants. The agreement of these results with predictions is a

strong validation of the overall SAXS-derived topology for the

RRE.

To assess the binding of Rev to these RREs, WT or mutant

RRE RNAs were incubated with increasing amounts of the Rev

protein. As shown in Figure 5A (top), some WT RRE RNA was

shifted at Rev:RRE ratios as low as 2:1. The shifted RNA was

resolved into 6–7 distinct bands. We have grouped these Rev-

RRE complexes into low- (bands 1 and 2), mid- (bands 3-5),

and high-order complexes (above band 5). At higher Rev:RRE

ratios, the intensity of high-order bands is increased, and at

�30:1 stoichiometry, all or nearly all of the RRE has been shifted

to high-order Rev-RRE complexes.

A truncatedRRE-containing domains II-III-IV,which harbors the

primary high-affinity Rev-binding site on domain IIB, showed

several faint shifted bands only at ratios of 16:1 to 32:1 (Figure 5A,

second from top). However, the high-order complexes formed at

high ratios with WT RRE were never seen with this mutant (Fig-

ure 5B, magenta plot). In dramatic contrast, with the I–V mutant

RRE, which harbors the secondary binding site IA in domain I, a

faint shifted band appeared at �32:1, but no other bands were

ever formed, even at higher stoichiometries (Figure 5A, third

from top; Figure 5B, cyan plot). Thus, neither leg alone binds Rev

with affinity or cooperativity comparable to that of the intact

RRE:both legsare required for formationofhigh-ordercomplexes.

The difference between the two RRE fragments is also consistent

with the well-established significance of site IIB for Rev binding.

We also performed EMSAs using the three RRE insertion mu-

tants and noticed that they also began to shift at 2:1 stoichiom-
etries (bottom three panels, Figure 5A). However, unlike the

results with WT RRE, only low-order complexes appear at

low Rev:RRE ratios, and intermediate complexes do not appear

until the Rev:RRE ratio is �30:1. At even higher Rev:RRE ratios,

high-order complexes were observed, though often as a smear

rather than discrete bands (orange, blue, and green plots, Fig-

ure 5B). Presumably, the impaired ability of these insertion

mutants to form high-order complexes is due to the increased

distance between the two legs. The residual binding affinity of

Rev for the insertion mutants might be due to the presence of

the major grooves in the inserted duplex, which are also posi-

tioned near the high-affinity IIB site. These major grooves might

serve as structural analogs of the IA site, resulting in formation

of a distorted initial Rev:RRE mutant complex. In summary,

both legs of the ‘‘A’’ as well as the optimal separation of the

two legs are important for formation of high-order Rev:RRE

complexes.

Functional Implications of the RRE Structural
Determinants
To further test the functional relevance of these topological ar-

rangements, we determined the effects of these mutations on

the nuclear export activity of the RRE in 293T human cells. As

shown in Figures 5C and 5D, we devised an assay in which the

Gag mRNA contained WT RRE, so that synthesis of Gag protein

was completely dependent upon the coexpression of Rev. Gag

protein production was measured by immunoblotting of cell ly-

sates using antiserum against a fragment of Gag. Mutations in

the reporter plasmid ensured that the Gag protein, which is the

‘‘readout’’ of the assay, is not cleaved in or exported from the

cells, but remains as a single band in the immunoblot. Using

this assay, we first measured the nuclear export activity of

mutant RREs in which either domains II-III-IV or domains I-V

had been deleted. Neither mutant exhibited detectable activity

in our RRE activity assay (lanes under I-V and II-III-IV, Figure 5D).

As these isolated domains both maintain the same overall struc-

tures as in the intact RRE (Figure 2) and since the II-III-IV RNA re-

tains the IIB site and multiple major grooves, these results show

that neither of the single legs alone is sufficient for RRE function

in vivo; rather, both legs of the ‘‘A’’ are required.

We then tested the three insertion mutants in our functional

RRE assay. Each insertion reduced the level of Gag synthesis

by 6- to 9-fold (lanes under 1, 1.5, and 2 turns, Figure 5D). These

results suggest that the 55 Å distance between the two legs of

the ‘‘A’’ is optimal for RRE function in vivo. The residual activity

might be attributed partly to the flexibility of the RRE structure

and/or the flexibility of the Rev protein, as suggested by the dif-

ferences in the angles and distances between the two ARMs

observed in the two crystal structures of Rev dimer (Daugherty

et al., 2010b; DiMattia et al., 2010). As noted above, the struc-

tural versatility of the RRE RNA is also evident in its ability to

form functional complexes with chimeric proteins in vivo (Hoff-

mann et al., 2012). In summary, the in vivo functional assays

data correlate very well with the in vitro results, suggesting that

under our assay conditions, only the high-order complexes are

capable of supporting RNA export; both the in vitro and in vivo

studies illustrate that both legs of the ‘‘A’’ structure are required

for the formation of high-order Rev:RRE complexes and optimal
Cell 155, 594–605, October 24, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 599
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RRE function, with a preferred distance between the two legs of

�55 Å.

DISCUSSION

The ‘‘match’’ between the distance separating the primary Rev-

binding sites in the RRE of this report and that between arginine-

rich motifs in Rev dimers (Daugherty et al., 2010b; DiMattia et al.,

2010) immediately suggests a solution to the conundrum of how

Rev discriminates between RRE-containing RNAs and other

RNAs, specifically promoting nuclear export of the former. We

tested the role of the novel ‘‘A’’ shape in the specific binding of

Rev to the RRE and in RRE function. We found that removal of

either of the two legs of the ‘‘A’’ eliminated both specific binding

(the second and third panels, Figure 5A) and RRE function (Fig-

ure 5D). Moreover, insertions in the ‘‘crossbar’’ of the RRE that

increased the distance between the two binding sites impaired,

but did not completely prevent, both specific binding (Figures 5A

and 5B) and RRE function (Figure 5D). Taken together, these re-

sults provide strong support for the idea that the spatial opposi-

tion of the two sites is essential for Rev binding and function, and

that the distance between them, corresponding to the ‘‘span’’ of

the two ARMs in a Rev dimer, is optimal for binding and function.

Based on these observations and the structural features of the

RRE presented here, we propose the following model for Rev-

RRE interactions. The overall RRE architecture positions the

IIB and IA Rev-binding sites at an optimal distance and orienta-

tion for initial binding of two Rev molecules. Subsequently,

hydrophobic Rev-Rev interactions and general affinity of ARMs

for the major grooves along the two legs facilitate the formation

of a functional complex between an RRE RNA and multiple Rev

molecules (Figure 6). A more realistic structural model is pre-

sented in Figure S5.

Our results and this model are consistent with a number of

properties of the Rev-RRE system. It is known that IIB alone is

insufficient for initiation of nuclear export (Daugherty et al.,

2008; Malim and Cullen, 1991; Mann et al., 1994) and that

mutating a single residue in IA reduces Rev affinity for RRE

�5-fold (Daugherty et al., 2008), while affinity of Rev for the intact

RRE is 500 times greater than its affinity for an isolated IIB motif

(Daugherty et al., 2010a; Daugherty et al., 2008; Daugherty et al.,

2010b). In fact, it has been speculated that a ‘‘composite binding

site’’ may exist that contributes to specificity and cooperativity

(Daugherty et al., 2010b; DiMattia et al., 2010). More specifically,

two arginine-rich motifs in a Rev dimer have previously been

proposed to bind to IIB on one side and an unknown stem

loop, presumably IA, on the opposing side (DiMattia et al.,

2010). Furthermore, two different sets of residues in Rev are

involved in binding to the IIB and IA sites, suggesting a topolog-
Figure 4. The Secondary Structures and Molecular Envelopes of the In

(A) Secondary structures of the three insertion mutants. Domains II-III-IV and I-V

black.

(B)The SAXS-derived envelopes of 1 turn (orange), 1.5 turns (light blue), and 2 turns

separations between the IIB site and the centers of the opposing envelopes of do

180� relative to domain I-V around the horizontal axis (see Figures 4C and 4D).

(C) Illustration of a 180� rotation of domains II-III-IV about the horizontal axis in th

can be fitted to that of the 1.5 turn insertion mutant only if the domains are rotat

(D) Without the rotation, the envelope of domain II-III-IV cannot be fitted to the s
ical asymmetry of the two separate sites (Daugherty et al., 2008),

consistent with the topologically asymmetrical setting of IIB and

IA in our model. Our model also appears to be consistent with

atomic forcemicroscopy observations in which Rev oligomeriza-

tion appears to take place on the entire RRE, including domain I

(Pallesen et al., 2009). In conclusion, our results reveal the global

structural constraints that appear to drive the specificity and

cooperative binding of multiple Rev molecules required for

RRE function.

As export of unspliced and partially spliced viral RNAs is

essential for HIV-1 replication, it is a potential target for antiviral

therapy. Indeed, there have been a few reports of compounds in-

hibiting Rev-RRE interaction (Chapman et al., 2002; Shuck-Lee

et al., 2008). The structural information we have presented

regarding the RRE should be useful in the search for other poten-

tial therapeutic compounds.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Plasmid Construction and RNA Sample Preparation

RRE-containing plasmids used for in vitro transcription or cell-based assays

were modified as needed by site-directed mutagenesis or inverse PCR. Line-

arized plasmids were used as templates for in vitro transcription. RNA samples

were gel-purifiedwithout refolding andwashed extensively by filtration. Details

are described in Extended Experimental Procedures.

SAXS Collection, Processing, Analysis and Ab Initio

Three-Dimensional Shape Reconstructions

SAXS/WAXS data acquisition, analysis, including distance distribution and Rg

calculations, are described in Supplemental Information. The procedures for

data collection, processing, and analysis are similar to that previously

described (Wang et al., 2009) and are in full conformity with the recently pub-

lished recommended standards (Jacques et al., 2012). Data collection and

processing used the in-house program package called NCI-SAXS, while anal-

ysis used the ATSAS program package by Svergun and coworkers (http://

www.embl-hamburg.de/biosaxs/). Ab initio modeling was performed using

the program DAMMIN (Svergun, 1999) and a two-step protocol (Movie S1).

The two-step protocol is described as follows. The initial search volume was

chosen as ‘‘sphere,’’ with a diameter 10–20 Ǻ greater than the Dmax of the cor-

responding construct, to avoid distortion caused by possible underestimation

of Dmax. Thirty-two independent DAMMIN runs were performed in the ‘‘slow’’

mode. The parallelepiped search volume with defined length, width and height

in ‘‘Expert’’ mode was further used. The average of the initial 32 bead models

was calculated using the program package DAMAVER (Volkov and Svergun,

2003). In this program, the normalized spatial discrepancy (NSD) between

each pair of models was computed, and the model with the lowest average

NSD relative to the rest of the models was chosen as the reference model.

The remaining models were superimposed onto the reference model using

SUPCOMB (Kiozin and Svergun, 2001), except that possible outliers identified

by NSD criteria were discarded. The calculation using the sphere as an initial

search space indicated that the RRE has a dimension of�303 903 180 Å, or

is roughly a flat molecule with a thickness of �30 Å on one of its sides. This

thickness is a little more than the diameter of an A-form duplex and is also

implied by the PDDF and its second derivative (Figure 1B). The flatness of
sertion Mutants

are colored in magenta and cyan, respectively and the inserted segments in

(green) mutants. Double-headed arrows indicate approximate distances of the

mains I-V. Note that domain II-III-IV in the 1.5 turn insertion mutant is rotated by

e 1.5 turn insertion mutant. The envelope of domain II-III-IV in magenta (far left)

ed by 180� around the horizontal axis (three views on right).

hort leg of the insertion mutant (three views on the right).
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Figure 5. Rev-RRE Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assays and Functional Studies

(A) EMSA assays. Rev-binding reactions were loaded onto 6% or 10% nondenaturing TBE gels depending on the size of the RRE mutant (domain II-III-IV: 119 nt;

domain I-V: 108 nt; 1 turn: 253 nt; 1.5 turn: 263 nt; 2 turn: 273 nt). The first eight lanes contain 0.5 pmol RRE, nonspecific competitor RNA (RiboA) at 20-fold mass

excess, and titrating amounts of Rev at the molar ratio indicated above each lane. The last 2 lanes contain only competitor RNA, either in the absence of Rev or

with Rev added to the same level as in the highest Rev:RRE stoichiometry. White lines indicate cropping of irrelevant lanes.

(B) Fractions of WT, truncated or mutant RRE RNAs engaged in high-order complexes are plotted as a function of Rev:RRE molar ratio. Data from three in-

dependent EMSA experiments are shown as mean ± SD.

(C) Plasmid pCMVgagpol-RRE (Srinivasakumar et al., 1997) was modified to simplify the RRE reporter assay. First, the pol gene was deleted; removal of the

protease domain within pol prevents Gag cleavage, thus confining Gag to one band on a western blot. Second, the 233-nt ‘‘core’’ RRE was rendered identical in

sequence to the NL4.3 RRE analyzed by SAXS. Third, the N-terminal glycine codon of gag was replaced by an alanine codon, preventing Gag myristylation, and

thus, virion release.

(D) Western analysis of cell lysates using anti-p24CA and anti-b-actin antibodies. Top: pcDNA: cells transfected with neither pCMVRev nor reporter plasmid; Rev,

cells transfected with pCMVRev alone; and remaining lanes contain reporter plasmids as indicated. WT: wild-type RRE; I-V: domains I-V (domains II-III-IV have

been deleted); II-III-IV: domains II-III-IV (domains I-V have been deleted); 1 turn, 1.5 turns, and 2 turns: insertionmutants with one, one and a half and two turns of a

duplex, respectively. Bottom: Quantification of the western analysis. Gag synthesis relative toWT (set at 100%): Gag levels were normalized to actin levels and to

transfection efficiency, as measured by G. Luciferase assays. Gag synthesis is shown as the mean ± SD from three to five independent transfections.
the RRE molecule is not unexpected, as RNAs of similar sizes adopt a planar

shape (Holbrook, 2008; Reiter et al., 2011). The thickness of an RNA shape is

closely related to the number of duplexes packed on top of each other in a par-

allel or antiparallel configuration (Leontis et al., 2006), with a dimension of

approximately n-fold of 30 Å. To reduce the degeneracy among the bead

models and increase the resolution, we employed confined search space
602 Cell 155, 594–605, October 24, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
modeling based on the results of our initial calculation. Thus, knowing that

the overall shape of the RRE envelope is flat, the second-round calculation

was performed using a confined search space of a 60 3 120 3 220 Å rectan-

gular shape, larger than the initial RRE model. The resulting structural models

were subjected to averaging and the NSD score of the 32 models calculated

using this confined search space was 1.00 ± 0.03.



Figure 6. Models for Initial Rev Binding and

Rev Oligomerization on the RRE RNA

The RRE RNA is depicted in red cylinders with the

IIB and IA Rev-binding sites highlighted in green

and dark blue, respectively, and other major

grooves shown in light blue. Initial binding of the

first two Rev molecules (depicted in yellow cylin-

ders) to the IIB and IA sites results in a nucleation

site (left) for subsequent Rev oligomerization on

the RRE RNA (right). This oligomerization is

partially driven by hydrophobic interactions be-

tween the two Rev dimers and is constrained by

the major groove spacing and the topological

arrangement of the two major segments of the

RRE. This oligomerization model illustrates the

maximum number of Rev molecules that could

potentially bind to this 233 nt RRE molecule based

on spatial constraints. See also Figure S5 for a

more realistic structural model.
SAXS/WAXS-Restrained Ensemble Calculations

The ensemble calculation was performed using an NCI-SAXS-WAXS module

that is interfaced to the Xplor-NIH and a previously published protocol (Schwi-

eters and Clore, 2007). The NCI-SAXS program allows a simultaneous calcu-

lation of fit between the experimental and back-calculated data in both SAXS

andWAXS regions. The equally sparse SAXS/WAXS data, with q ranging from

0.006 to 2.3 Å�1 (a total of 82 data points), was used during the SAXS-

restrained ensemble calculation. The difference in SAXS/WAXS curves be-

tween experimental and back-calculated data is expressed as c2, as defined:

c2 =
1

N� 1

XN
i

�
IexpðqiÞ � cIcalðqiÞ

sðqiÞ
�2

where c is a scaling factor, sðqiÞ is the experimental error, and I exp(qi) and

I cal(qi) are the experimental and back-calculated scattering intensities of

the i th data point of the total N data points. A weighted harmonic energy

potential function was used:

ESAXS =CSAXS c2

where CSAXS is a scaling factor. During the calculation, the Rg restraint was not

turned on so that the ensemblemembers were allowed to freely sample space.

Additional restraints were also applied to maintain covalent geometry, prevent

atomic overlap, and maintain canonical base pairing in duplexes. Knowledge-

based restraints were applied to nucleic acid torsion angle conformations

(Clore and Kuszewski, 2003) and to base-base packing (Kuszewski et al.,

1997). The ensemble calculation was analyzed using an NCI-SAXS-WAXS

data analysis module. All computation modules, scripts that contain all calcu-

lation parameters and conditions, and ensemble of the structures and SAXS

data used for the calculation are provided upon request to the authors.

Gag Synthesis Measurements

Gag synthesis was detected in cell lysates by western analysis and quantified

using secondary antibodies labeled with near-infrared dyes. Gag was normal-

ized to actin levels (as a loading control) and transfection efficiency. Details are

presented in Extended Experimental Procedures.

Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assays

RRE RNAs were incubated in titrating amounts of full-length Rev protein and

competitor RNA as described in Extended Experimental Procedures. Pro-
tein-RNA complexes were resolved in nondenaturing polyacrylamide gels

and detected by SYBR Gold staining.

Construction of the RRE–Rev Dimer Complex Model

The Rev dimer structure was docked to the RRE as described in Extended

Experimental Procedures.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures, five

figures, five movies, and two tables and can be found with this article online

at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2013.10.008.
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